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Across Down 
    

1 The taking up of the Virgin Mary in body  1 Ancient carpentry tool for shaping wood 
 and soul to Heaven after her earthly life had  2 What did Marx and Engels famously say was  

 ended  haunting Europe in Communist Manifesto of  

7 Demonic possession or Dr. Pell (initials)  1848? 

8 Macabre acronym for getting to the hospital  3 Missy “Demeanor” Elliott (initials) 

 too late 4 Italian painter, goldsmith and engraver 

9 German Count dirigible inventor  (?1432-98) with hard name to say (also spell)  
14 Latin for behold as in … homo (“Behold the   known for efforts to revive classical anatomy  

 man”)  (Battle of the Nudes, Martyrdom of Saint 

15 Slimy creature in Thames eaten by English in   Sebastian etc.) 
 ghastly pie 5 Chinese for great as in … chi (literally “great  

17 Title designating wife of hereditary ruler of   art of boxing”) 

 Russia (before extirpation by Lenin) 6 Preposition used to establish defining nexus  
20 Important event held by Orthodox rabbis to   between entities (Lawrence … Arabia, Son  

 have occurred in 3764 BCE  … Sam, congaline … suckholes etc.) 

22 Character in Greek myth who solved riddle  10 Prince Charles or palace (or poof) controversy 
 of Sphinx, killed father, slept with mother,   (initials) 

 gouged out eyes with brooches etc. 11 Hated Nazi collaborator leader of French  

23 Spotted boxers (initials)  government in Vichy 
24 Ollie North or Oscar Niemeyer (initials) 12 What was Adolf Hitler’s response to the  

25 Popular boy’s name (in Arab world)  English demand that Nazi Germany withdraw  

26 Gothenburg University or G-Unit (initials)  immediately from Poland in 1939? 
28 Police inspector played by Otto Wernicke in  13 1967 Elvis movie with memorable sequence  

 Fritz Lang’s M especially memorable in   in which heir to oil fortune and water skiing  

 famous low angle shot accentuating bulging   instructor Scott Hayward (Elvis) and bikini- 
 genitals (with nickname please) (initials)  clad assistants repair speedboat for big race  

29 In which contemporary fascist state did  16 English (or evil) nanny (initials)  
 Johnny Rotten call for anarchist insurrection  18 Silence Tranquility Peace (initials) 

 in seminal punk anthem of 1976? 19 Who is the father of Rachel’s baby in Friends? 

30 What did Bosie’s homophobic, bad speller  20 What kind of line of suckholes did outspoken  

 father accuse Oscar Wilde of “posing as” (in   Labor leader Mark Latham recently call Mr. 

 scrawled message on calling card) leading to   Howard and Liberal parliamentarians eagerly 

 downfall because demonstrably true? (1, 9)  awaiting visit of President Bush? 

 


